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Thanksgiving is a time for being grateful for what you have. In my family, we go around the

dinner table one-by-one saying what we are thankful for. For me, I usually say family, friends,

and most importantly food. But I never really thought about what qualities of myself that I am

most thankful for. The qualities that I am most thankful for would have to be my intelligence, my

humor, my personality, my height, and most importantly my humility.

These two qualities define who I am very well. I am intelligent in many fields. I am thankful

for that because the classes that I am good at help me to receive good grades and it helps to raise

my overall grade point average.  Also my intelligence helps me to solve real world problems. For

example, when something goes wrong when I am home I would be able to figure it out on my

own. This quality I am extremely thankful for. The next quality that I am thankful for is my

humor. Being funny helps me in many ways. It helps me to cheer up people, and it helps me to

make babies laugh. My little cousins think I’m pretty funny. You know what they say, laughing is

the best medicine. So, technically, I’m a doctor in a way. This quality of being funny I am

extremely thankful for. The next quality that I am thankful for is my personality. My personality

is mainly positive with a tad bit of negative, but mostly positive. My personality helps me to be a

better person in life. It’s my overall appearance. It shows who I am as a person. So that’s why I

am extremely thankful for my personality defining who I am as a person. The next thing that I

am thankful for or is my height. Being tall is extremely beneficial. I am able to reach stuff others



can’t, and most importantly have people look up to me. Being six feet tall also helps me to play

sports better than others. The next quality that I am thankful for is my humility. Many people lie

about their ego’s saying that they are good at this and they are good at that. But truthfully, they

are not. I can admit that I am not good at anything, that I am not perfect, that I am proud to be

who I am. Others, though, can’t admit that and it’s shameful. I am extremely thankful for this

quality that I possess, and this one has to be at the top of my list for most important and most

favorite qualities that I possess. For all of these qualities that I possess, they make me who I am

today, and I am extremely proud of this and the person who I have become today. So that’s why I

am thankful for the qualities of my intelligence, my humor, my personality, my height, and most

importantly my humility that I possess.


